Figure S1. Chart of processed probing reactivities versus nucleotide position for entire SRA lncRNA. Red, chart of SHAPE--probing reactivities; black, in--line probing reactivities; brown, DMS reactivities; blue, RNase V1 digestion. Reactivities were normalized by the average reactivities for highly reactive nucleotides. Global cutoff vale of 0.5 is shown in grey dashed line for each probing profile. Nucleotide positions for each chart fragment are outlined below. (1) mutated nucleotides in mouse SRA are outlined, (2) different color/shape annotations has been used (see lower right box). At the protein level, silent mutations in SRA gene, which do not disrupt amino acid codon, are presented as circles, while missense mutations are outlined as squares. At RNA level, mutations, which contribute to the stabilization of the human SRA secondary structure as compared to the mouse SRA, are highlighted by either green circles or green squares. Neutral mutations, which do not effect RNA secondary structure organization, are in yellow circles or yellow squares. Mutations, which cause destabilization of the secondary fold, are in red circles or squares. Figure S5 . SHAPE--and DMS--annotated secondary structure folds of 5--end extensions in the context of cSRA and intSRA transcripts. Upper panel, SHAPE--annotated (left) and DMS--annotated (right) secondary structure model of 5'end extended exon--1 in coding isoform cSRA. Lower panel, SHAPE-- (left) and DMS--annotated (right) secondary structure model of 5--extended exon--1 in intron comprising isoform intSRA.
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